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About This Game

About the game:
Neocube is the puzzle game in which you try to find a way to pass a number of test chambers by using the unique features of a

cube.

Features:

- Neocube is created for testing the Artificial Intellect developed by OZOSTU Labs.

- 30 test chambers to pass and wreck your brains in the process

Story:
OZOSTU Labs created the new kind of Artificial Intelligence. Lab 23 tests the AI through the special test-chambers by using

the unusual cube.
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Title: NeoCube
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Vyacheslav Ozolnieks, Georgy Studenikin
Publisher:
Madgobbler
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2017
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Hi gamers. Sadly I bought this game on the reviews. Unfortunately it does not work with win 8.1 x64. So I can confirm what DJ
Ricky D posted. It really is a pity that this is not mentioned in the System Requirements since there are in some cases specific
mention in this regard. The intro movies plays just fine but at the options screen everything is an ugly pink and cyan. It also does
not support 1920x1080 16:9. So if you run windows 8 stay away.. Absolutely amazing game
- good graphics
- simple gameplay good for new people
- lots to offer
- meet alot of \u201cunique\u201d people lol
- constantly updating, improving the game
- losts of community content
- fun as hell
Only drawback has to be the fact that some of the playerbase are just horrific and make you start questioning your own life. The
game where I hate the BOT opponent.

 PROS:

 - Art Style
 - Various Maps
 - Easy Controls & Smooth movement
 - Coop
 - Free to Play

 CONS:

 - Is not Online Coop as it says on Store Page . I've done a fair of of Boxing \/ Martial Arts and this would be the only
"Game" that closely approximates what its like to spar. Blocking is realistic, Attacking is realistically difficult and the
opponents stances are all slightly different and engaging., making you want to watch how an opponent behaves before
attacking.

You have use proper technique to hit hard and to protect yourself. You can feel the pain of trying to keep your guard up.
You're not going to feel what its like get hit, but this has EVERYTHING else.. Nice dexterity puzzle game. Some levels take
some thought and new techniques to beat. Made it all the way through the last level (69) and it was a surprise. I'd say it's
worth the headache to get to the last level. I beat the game with a mouse on my first play through and with a tablet and pen
the second time. Idk if it was because I had already solved the puzzles, but the pen was much easier.

9\/10 - surprisingly fun. even tho it looks like a high school game jam project. Don't like review begging, but this is a good
entry-level roguelike.. It is relatively pretty, and it filled my need for a brainless shooter. I enjoyed the drone mechanic,
although it was very rarely a useful feature. The AI can sometimes be clever, but the challenge is mostly based on an endless
supply of cannon fodder that seems to spawn out of closets and crates. The environment looks large, but an invisible wall
prevents you from really taking advantage of the landscape as much as you'd like. Lastly,and probably most importantly the
single player mission is SHORT. This is good only for about five hours of play. There's a small amount of replay-value, and
I suppose the multiplayer and langaming maps add a significant amount of value for players who are into that. For my uses,
this is a game to be rescued from the bargain bin, played for a weekend, then never opened again.. A very beautiful game
that handles its subject with sensitivity and kindness. There is very little to say about this game, it is a game that should be
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experienced more than written about, but I will say a few things.

The game has really beautiful music and a stunning environment. Your eyes and ears, during this game, will always be
taking in and enjoying every second. Not only are the aesthetics amazing, the story line is sad, but, in a way, sweet. There are
many little puzzles and the like to engage your mind, while the story engages your heart. The game is really cute, but it
doesn't let itself be held back by that cuteness, it allows itself to travel outside of comfort zones, and go somewhere that you
didn't expect it to go.

The only issue I would have with this game is that one of the achievements is a bit difficult for me to get, needing me to play
through the entire game again, to collect everything. But even this issue is really a blessing, as it means I have an excuse to
replay this gem.. Game has become abandoned. About the only thing you'll ever hear from the dev is "I'll update someday".
No he wont, this games done. Don't waste your money, this is the most under-developed piece of garbage on steam so far.

Last game update was 11 months ago btw.

February 9th now, still no update. This game is still being sold on steam?

What is wrong with you GabeN?
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If you\u2019re looking for a heartwarming, cute yuri VN I would not recommend Sweet Volley High. I recently finished the
yuri VN \u201cLove Ribbon\u201d which was a very positive experience. Love Ribbon has lovable characters, beautiful
graphics, a well developed storyline and outcome. Sweet Volley High has none of the above. It was boring. The game has the
illusion of giving the player the option to pursue a relationship with any of the girls, but realistically that\u2019s not true if you
want a good ending. I wouldn\u2019t have minded if the character they fate you with was endearing. None of the characters are
especially cute or appealing. The game really lacks character connection. It\u2019s easy to continuously lose interest and
disconnect with the story while playing through.. Very good spots game. This is an awesome game - a return to excellence for
the Parables series!
Highly recommended. Can't believe it took me so long to get to it.
[NOTE: Just finished the bonus content, and wow, this is such an amazing story. I can't emphasise enough how wonderful the art
and feeling is throughout.]

Pros:
Gorgeous art
Interesting characters (even when you think you've guessed at motivations, you may be surprised!)
Strong continuity (within series)
Excellent use of fairy tales
Length - *lots* of play time! [though my recorded play time is always too long, since tend to let my games sit idle]

Cons:
HO scenes are all image-only (no word lists)
HO scenes are about constructing pretty artifacts (no distinct items like "a shoe", although some of the pieces you have to find
are quite distinct, and shape matters a lot; as you would expect, some pieces are easier to find, others blend more closely)
Puzzles\/games are reasonably varied, but do get repeated (same puzzle, new look; in some cases the difficulty increases a little)
The Dark Parables series is more about "find the item to fit the place" rather than problem solving (but it's so well done!! you
get pretty excited about finding that missing piece)

Final thoughts: The DP games focus on interactive art and story content. I enjoy them because they are (mostly) very well
crafted, and I'm a fan of looking at the dark side of fairy tales. I still remember being blown away by the detail and the
mysteries when I first played. Despite my preference for "word list" puzzles, the HO scenes are fine - better in this game than in
some of the recent titles. At the same time, this is a very long series, and at some point the concept loses its freshness. ...Still
looking forward to the next one, though!. Turned it on. Went to a room got knocked out. Woke up in a forest. Ran to get out of
the cold on obvious path to a bunker.
Ran around the bunker for about 15 minutes. ddint see a monster. No things to pick up cept a flashlight which is not needed.
ran around soem more through some vents standing up full speed. Then logged off.
 Loads of fun !

No not really. worst game i ever played besides som eother bad game that faded from memory.. Pros:
-multiplayer
-combat focused

cons:
-lacks on story

after finishing hbs shadowrun games this feels both good and bad but the good parts outweight the bad so this is honestly pretty
good game. it has multiplayer. if you liked shadowrun theme and wanted multiplayer, this is it. but if you in for deep story and
game changing dialogue choices, better stick with single player games.. I have to say i am very pleased with the game so far! It's
been a while since i last played MotoGP game and this one is big pleasant surprise. I really like the physics, i think they can be
fun and enjoyable depending on the settings for both casual fans and for more hardcore players. The PRO physics with no
assists can be a challenge, but a very good and fun challenge. The bikes behaves very good and the movement of the rider is
better and i think it feels more real.
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Graphics are really good and even with my GTX 970 i was able to play very smoothly on high settings. There are some issues
with weird blur around tyres and heads of the drivers (even with blur turned off) and it looks very strange.
Sounds are good, the atmosphere on the track and the crowd is also very nice.
Career looks like will be fun, but i played only first few races of RBR Cup so far so i will see later. I know this game will
recieve a lot of hate, because this community is very toxic and no matter what the developer do and how good game they make,
they will always get hate from people, which is sad.
I deffinitely can recommend this game!. After playing for a bit, I can see something greater that can possibly come from this
beginning. The graphics themselves aren't terrible, but overall the graphics need a bit of polishing (especially the copious
amounts of dense fog that kills the vision beyond a logical point. Definitely need to add individual options for that PLEASE!!!),
and the robots look too... what word can I use? Not boring, but maybe a bit unimaginative, and limited? (Not all robots need gun-
arms. Tubbs punched the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out of you in Descent 3, and in the first 2, you had
swingarms. Maybe add Katana or Bore-like robot with speed for close combat?) Obviously the AI isn't set in stone, and the
spawnpoints need to have a controlled algorithm so they stop spawning at a certain amount of bots, or this just becomes an
arcade game about points instead of actual substance. I like the weapon graphics though. They seem a bit.. 2D maybe? Probably
could benefit from enemies using a variant of the same thing that the Fury has. Different color\/damage\/strengths. The controls
feel VERY descent-like, the keyboard ramping might want to be an option for giving remove\/reduce so the ship moves with
proper key presses and reaction time. The mouse seems a bit draggy as well, but not horribly. I don't know how many people are
working on this project, but it deserves some attention, and maybe some help to move it along. I think with a bit of story and
some help, this game could definitely attact a new generation of 6DoF pilots. It does have strong competition with Descent:
Underground, and Overload, though, which are being worked on with groups of people from the Descent and of-the-like
industry, and I'm sure a larger budget. If you want to grab a cool little blast em up game that you can share with your friends, its
worth grabbing, especially on sale. Scoffing at a work of art, or a sculpture before its finished is ignorance. Keep working, and
I'll keep watching. Good luck and Godspeed creator!. Let's be honest here, pal. - You klicked on this skin didn't you?

Now pause and ask yourself a few questions...

1. Are you gay?

2. Are you sure about that, now when you've clicked on this skin.

If the answer to these questions are "yes" then go ahead, - but as a *hrm* straight man I'd say Titanium Ted is the best bet.
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